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who is this guy?



isn’t he from charlotte?





Just Some Suggestions:

big 
CITY Changing DAILY

Opportunity to Grow

SMALL 
 town





Please:

Ask Questions 
Make Suggestions 
Wealth of Experience  
HAVE FUN



Tip #1: Spark Joy:  Enhance Your Tech-Spertise 





Rule 1.1 Competence - Comment 8 

To maintain requisite knowledge & 
skill, a lawyer should keep abreast of 
changes in the law & its practice, 
including the benefits & risks 
associated w/ technology relevant to 
the lawyer’s practice

https://www.ncbar.gov/for-lawyers/ethics/rules-of-professional-conduct/rule-11-competence/#:~:text=A%20lawyer%20shall%20not%20handle,competent%20to%20handle%20the%20matter.


TECHethics

duty to understand big picture 
duty to understand how things work 
duty to understand our role in big picture 
duty to understand and seek to avoid 
pitfalls 



TECHethics

applies to communications 
applies to datum protection 
applies to reputation management 
applies to marketing 



Tip #2: Advise Your Client 

2014 FEO 5 - SOCIALS – ADVISING CLIENT 

Lawyer must advise civil litigation client re: legal 
ramifications of client’s postings on social media as 
necessary to represent the client competently. Lawyer may 
advise client to remove postings on social media if removal 
is done in compliance w/rules & law on preservation & 
spoliation of evidence.

https://www.ncbar.gov/for-lawyers/ethics/adopted-opinions/2014-formal-ethics-opinion-5/
https://www.ncbar.gov/for-lawyers/ethics/adopted-opinions/2014-formal-ethics-opinion-5/




FAMILY LAW



CRIMINAL DEFENSE



Tip #3: Protect Digital Datum 



Rule 1.6(c):  Must make reasonable 
efforts to prevent inadvertent/
unauthorized disclosure of, or 
unauthorized access to, info relating 
to representation of a client

2008 FEO 5 
2011 FEO 6  Lawyers can 
use web-based data 
storage or other “software 
as a service” for law 
practice so long as 
reasonable, appropriate 
measures are taken to 
minimize the risk of 
inadvertent/unauthorized 
disclosure & to ensure 
client info is secure

https://www.ncbar.gov/for-lawyers/ethics/rules-of-professional-conduct/rule-16-confidentiality-of-information/
https://www.ncbar.gov/for-lawyers/ethics/rules-of-professional-conduct/rule-16-confidentiality-of-information/
https://www.ncbar.gov/for-lawyers/ethics/adopted-opinions/2008-formal-ethics-opinion-5/
https://www.ncbar.gov/for-lawyers/ethics/adopted-opinions/2011-formal-ethics-opinion-6/
https://www.ncbar.gov/for-lawyers/ethics/adopted-opinions/2011-formal-ethics-opinion-6/


SUGGESTIONS 

• Avoid free/public WiFi when 
using devices w/access to 
confidential info 

• Use a Virtual Private Network 
(VPN) – monthly subscription that 
encrypts your online activity



Tip #4: Comment Carefully 



General Rule:  No public comments that have a substantial 
likelihood of materially prejudicing adjudicative proceeding 
in the case. 

Certain Mundane Topics Are Always Safe 

Several Additional Topics Are Fair Game in Criminal Cases 

The Self-Defense Exception

Tip #4: Comment Carefully 

❖ The Response Exception



Tip #5:  Respond to Reviews  





Keep Calm  
Be Polite 
Be Profesional  
Learn & Grow



Opinion rules that a lawyer is not permitted 
to include confidential information in a 
response to a client’s negative online review 
but is not barred from responding in a 
professional and restrained manner.

2021 FEO 1 

RESPONDING TO 
NEGATIVE 
ONLINE REVIEWS 

https://www.ncbar.gov/for-lawyers/ethics/adopted-opinions/2020-formal-ethics-opinion-1/


• Because online reviews are so 
important to a lawyer’s practice, 
online reputation management is 
crucial  

• Therefore, it may be in the 
lawyer’s best interest to respond 
to a negative review 



The protecAon of client 
confidences is one of the 
most significant 
responsibiliAes imposed 
on a lawyer



Rule 1.6(a)
a lawyer may not reveal 
information acquired 
during the professional 
relationship with a client 

unless

(1) the disclosure is 
impliedly authorized in 
order to carry out the 
representa^on 
(2) the client gives 
informed consent or  
(3) one of the excep^ons 
set out in Rule 1.6(b) 
applies



generally prohibited from using or revealing 
confidential information of a former client

AND Rule 1.9(c)



Responding to a negative online review is 
not necessary to “carry out the 
representation.”  

Therefore, Lawyer may not reveal 
confidential information in response to the 
negative online review unless the former 
client consents or an exception set out in 
Rule 1.6(b) applies.  

See 2018 FEO 1

https://www.ncbar.gov/for-lawyers/ethics/adopted-opinions/2018-formal-ethics-opinion-1/


No exception in Rule 1.6(b) allows 
Lawyer to reveal confidential 
information in response to a former 
client’s negative review



Rule 1.6 
COMMENT Because online criticism, 

standing alone, does not 
constitute a “criminal charge,” 
“civil claim,” or “proceeding,” the 
remaining question is whether a 
negative online review creates a 
“controversy” between the 
lawyer and client as to which the 
lawyer may disclose otherwise 
protected client-related 
information in order “to establish 
a claim or defense.”



ABA Standing Committee on Ethics and Professional Responsibility concludes that, “alone, a 
negative online review, because of its informal nature, is not a ‘controversy between the lawyer 
and the client’ within the meaning of Rule 1.6(b)(5), and therefore does not allow disclosure of 
confidential information relating to a client’s matter.” ABA Formal Op. 496 (2021) 

We agree with the analyses 
set out in these ethics 
opinions

https://www.jurist.org/commentary/2021/01/hilary-gerzhoy-aba-496-criticism/#:~:text=On%20January%2013,%202021,%20the,respond%20to%20unflattering%20online%20reviews.


Unflaiering but less formal comments on the 
skills of lawyers, whether in hallway chaier, a 
newspaper account, or a website are an 
inevitable incident of the prac^ce of a public 
profession.”  

New York State Bar Ass’n Comm. on Prof’l 
Ethics Op. 1032 (2014)

https://nysba.org/ethics-opinion-1032/
https://nysba.org/ethics-opinion-1032/


Part of the Practice 
Expected 
Get Used to It 



What if they were NOT a client?  



May Lawyer respond to the post by stating 
that he has never represented the individual?

• Yes, maybe, SORT OF 

• Unless the client is entitled to the protections 
set out in RPC 1.18(a) for prospective clients 

• Prospective clients are entitled to some of the 
protections afforded clients 

• BE CAREFUL!

https://www.ncbar.gov/for-lawyers/ethics/rules-of-professional-conduct/rule-118-duties-to-prospective-client/


Lawyer may not confirm or deny his representa^on 
of a prospec^ve client 

Lawyer may, however, state that it is not possible for 
him to accept every prospec^ve client’s case 

Lawyer may enumerate the various reasons that a 
prospec^ve client’s case may be declined



May Lawyer sue his former client for defamation 
and disclose confidential client information to 
establish the claim?

Yes. If there is a basis in law and fact for a defama^on 
suit against the former client, the Rules of Professional 
Conduct do not prohibit Lawyer from filing such a suit 

Lawyer may reveal informa^on protected from 
disclosure by Rule 1.6(a) to the extent the lawyer 
reasonably believes necessary to establish the 
defama^on claim.

https://www.ncbar.gov/for-lawyers/ethics/rules-of-professional-conduct/rule-16-confidentiality-of-information/


IMHO





Tip #6: UBU

Shine On 
You  

Crazy  
Diamond





Tip #7: Don’t Encourage Unreasonable Expectations 

there is a substantial likelihood that it will 
lead a reasonable person to formulate a 
specific conclusion about the lawyer or the 
lawyer’s services for which there is no 
reasonable factual foundation



unreasonable expectations

RPC 7.1 

false or misleading communication about lawyer or 
services 

unjustified expectations / results 

comparison that cannot be factually substantiated 

utilizing an objective standard

https://www.ncbar.gov/for-lawyers/ethics/rules-of-professional-conduct/rule-71-communications-concerning-a-lawyers-services/


superlatives & other stuff

BEST - INCOMPARABLE  

all cases result in HUGE recovery 

things YOU can control - what YOU write 

things you CANNOT control - avvo, google, yahoo, best 
lawyers - reviews  

include disclaimer language - LINK



For more information. . .

Selection Process and 
Criterion for Inclusion, see:   
SuperLawyers.com  
BestLawyers.com  

http://SuperLawyers.com
http://BestLawyers.com


Tip #8: It’s OK to Participate in Self-Laudatory Organizations 



no compensation may be paid by the lawyer 
to be included  

may pay the reasonable costs of 
advertisements as a result of inclusion



the lawyer must ascertain that the 
organization conferring the award is a bona 
fide organization that made adequate and 
individualized inquiry into the lawyer’s 
qualifications for the inclusion or award



any advertisement by the lawyer of his 
inclusion in a self-laudatory group or list must 
also contain an explanation of the standards 
for inclusion or provide the consumer with 
information on how to obtain the inclusion 
standards



Quick Tips

Do you pay to “belong?” 
Is it a Legit Group? 
Link to Qualification  
Maybe Ask?  
READ THE FEO 



Tip #9: Lawyer Advertising - It’s OK to Have Fun

It’s also OK to 
have a 
personality









Tip #10: Am I Twittering?  





big picture

is Google an advertisement? 
are Socials advertisements? 
is an auto-generated Profile you? 
are you responsible? 





2018







98%+







Need to Knows
What are Keywords? 
What is a Long Tail Inquiry? 
What is SERP? 
What does “Local” Mean? 
What is an LSA? 
Am I Twittering? 





time to grow

• simple 

• necessary 

• proactive 

• protect reputation  

• professional id theft



• firm profile 

• personal 

• personal professional

claim yourself



but be careful

google remembers 
google punishes 

google refuses to change 
google will not forgive



there is a 
difference

Google 
Google Local 
Google Earth 
Google Maps 
Google Drive 

and 
EVERYTHING ELSE 



why bother?

Google Serves 2 Purposes 
for Attorneys: 

Reputation 
Marketing



Google Owns YouTube & 
Video Works





Here are some Basic Terms





Organic



AdWords



Tip #11: Avoid LSAs 





ADVOCATUS CAVE



Local Service Ads - LSA

• NC State Bar 

• May Attorney? 

•  “NO” 

• Proposed 2021 FEO 5





Tip #12: Consider Your Communications with Judges



Rules of Professional Conduct 
Rule 3.5(a) 

2019 PROPOSED FORMAL ETHICS 
OPINION  4

https://www.ncbar.gov/for-lawyers/ethics/rules-of-professional-conduct/rule-35-impartiality-and-decorum-of-the-tribunal/?ruleSearchTerm=Terminating%20a%20client
https://www.ncbar.gov/for-lawyers/ethics/proposed-opinions/#:~:text=Opinion%20%234:&text=Absent%20prior%20authorization%20by%20the,%E2%80%9D%20Rule%203.5(d).
https://www.ncbar.gov/for-lawyers/ethics/proposed-opinions/#:~:text=Opinion%20%234:&text=Absent%20prior%20authorization%20by%20the,%E2%80%9D%20Rule%203.5(d).


PSST – HEY JUDGE – NC BAR SUZANNE LEVER

https://www.ncbar.gov/for-lawyers/ethics/ethics-articles/psst-hey-judge/


Tip #13: Set Policies and Train Your Staff



Rule 5.1  
Rule 5.3 

• Managing/supervising lawyers must make “reasonable 
efforts” to ensure firm has in effect “measures giving 
reasonable assurance” that subordinate lawyers & 
nonlawyer-staff's conduct is compatible with the Rules 
of Professional Conduct; 

• Lawyer w/direct supervisory authority over other 
lawyers or nonlawyer staff must make reasonable efforts 
to ensure that supervisee’s conduct is compatible w/
professional obligations of the lawyer.

Tip #13: POLICIES PLANS & PROTOCOLS 

https://www.ncbar.gov/for-lawyers/ethics/rules-of-professional-conduct/rule-51-responsibilities-of-principals-managers-and-supervisory-lawyers/?ruleSearchTerm=unauthorized%20practice%20of%20law
https://www.ncbar.gov/for-lawyers/ethics/rules-of-professional-conduct/rule-53-responsibilities-regarding-nonlawyer-assistants/


Tip #14 – Put Down the Dang Cell 



Look 
Around 



review 
security 
protocols 
 



DELETE OLD CODES



BAN POST-IT




